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In this paper, we investigate various decision problems concerning parameterized versions
of some classes of machines. Let C(s,m, t) be the class of nondeterministic multitape
Turing machine (TM) acceptors with a two-way read-only input, at most s states, at most
m read–write worktapes, and at most t symbols in the worktape alphabet, where s,m, t
are fixed positive integers. There is no restriction on the cardinality of the input alphabet.
We are able to show the emptiness, disjointness, and universe (also called universality)
problems to be decidable for C(s,m, t). For the class consisting of machines in C(s,m, t)
that always halt or whose minimal-time accepting computations can be bounded by some
recursive function f (n) (where n is the input length), the containment and equivalence
problems are decidable. These results hold for other machines, e.g., when the worktapes
are pushdown stacks (where on every step, each pushdown can only pop the top of the
stack or replace the top of the stack by at most two symbols) or when stacks are counters
(where on every step, a counter can be incremented by 1, decremented by 1, or remain
unchanged, and can be tested for zero). Our results are the best possible in the sense that
not parameterizing one of s,m, t (or, in the case of countermachines, allowing the counters
to increment by arbitrary integers that may change from machines to machines) makes
the universe problem undecidable. We also give a simple characterization of the languages
defined by C(s,m, t). Finally,we investigate the applicability of our techniques tomachines
with multiple input heads or multiple input tapes.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is well known that for deterministic pushdown automata, the equivalence problem (given machines M1,M2, is
L(M1) = L(M2)?) is decidable [11,12]; hence the universe problem (given a machine M , is L(M) = Σ∗?) is also decidable.
For nondeterministic pushdown automata, even the universe problem is undecidable (we assume that at each step, the
pushdown can only pop the top of the stack or replace the top of the stack by at most two symbols). What if, for any fixed
positive integers s, t , we consider only machines with at most s states and at most t symbols in the stack alphabet and the
operation on the stack at each step can only pop the top of the stack or replace the top of the stack by atmost two symbols, but
the cardinality of the input alphabet is unrestricted? We are able to show that for this class, the containment, equivalence,
disjointness, as well as other common problems are decidable. In fact, this result holds for two-way nondeterministic
pushdown automata.
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The example above can be generalized. For any fixed positive integers s,m, t , let C(s,m, t) be the class of
nondeterministic multitape Turing machine (TM) acceptors with a two-way read-only input, at most s states, at most m
read–write worktapes, and at most t symbols in the worktape alphabet. Note that there is no restriction on the cardinality
of the input alphabet. The input tape has left and right end markers, and on any input, the machine starts on the left end
marker and accepts if there is a computation that brings the input head to the right end marker and the machine in an
accepting state. We show the following:
1. The emptiness, disjointness, and universe problems are decidable for C(s,m, t). Membership is undecidable because of
the existence of universal TMs.
2. Let HC(s,m, t) be machines in C(s,m, t) that always halt (i.e., on every input, any computation halts in either accept
or reject). Then the containment and equivalence problems are decidable for HC(s,m, t). We do not know if this result
extends to the full class C(s,m, t).
3. Let f (n) be any recursive function, and C(s,m, t, f ) be machines in C(s,m, t)with the property that any accepted input
of length n has an accepting computation of length at most f (n). Then the containment and equivalence problems are
decidable for C(s,m, t, f ).
As an example of an application of the third result, let S(n) be any recursive function. Consider any machineM in C(s,m, t)
which is S(n) space-bounded (i.e., each worktape uses at most S(n) tape cells). We can show that the containment and
equivalence problems are decidable for S(n) space-bounded machines in C(s,m, t).
Our results hold when the TM worktapes are replaced by pushdown stacks, where we assume that the operation on
each stack involves popping the top of the stack or replacing the top of the stack by at most two symbols. The results
also hold when the worktapes are replaced by counters, where the operation in each counter involves incrementing by
1, decrementing by 1, leaving it unchanged, and testing if the counter is zero. Note that a counter is a special case of a
pushdown stack, where the stack alphabet consists only of two symbols: one symbol which is only used tomark the bottom
of the stack and another symbol that is used to increase the length of the stack by 1; note that popping corresponds to
decrementing the counter by 1. In fact, the results can also be shown to hold if for some fixed d (independent of themachine),
on each move, the stack can access the top 1 ≤ i ≤ d symbols of the stack and rewrite it by 0 ≤ j ≤ d symbols for some
i, j. (Note that j = 0 corresponds to popping only the top of the stack.) Similarly, the results are valid if the counter can
be incremented/decremented by at most d. It is important to mention that our proofs for the decidable results involve
showing only the existence of the decision procedures, which unfortunately, are non-constructive. The results are best
possible in the sense that not parameterizing one of s,m, t (or, in the case of counter machines, allowing the counters
to increment/decrement by arbitrary integers that may change from machines to machines) makes the universe problem
undecidable. For example, it follows from [4] that if d is not a fixed parameter but varies for different machines, the universe
problem becomes undecidable, even for nondeterministic 5-state 1-counter machines with a one-way input whose counter
makes only one reversal (once the counter decrements, it can no longer increment). We are then able to show that the
universe problem is undecidable for one-way 6-state 2-counter machines, where increments (resp., decrements) are not
fixed but decrements (resp., increments) are restricted to 1 and the counters make only one reversal. In addition, we are
able to prove some rather unexpected results, which are stated in Theorems 9, 10 and 13 of Section 4.
We also give a simple characterization of the languages defined by C(s,m, t). Finally, we investigate the applicability of
our techniques to machines with multiple input heads or multiple input tapes.
As far as we know, this is the first paper that deals with decision questions concerning parameterizedmachines. Many of
the reductions for showing decidability/undecidability results are subtle variations of classical techniques in computability
theory. As Turing machines and their variants are basic models upon which many reductions in computability theory rely,
we feel that our techniques and (un)decidability results are not only of interest in their own right, but perhaps more
interestingly, may find applications in refining existing results and deriving new results as well. As an example along a
similar line of work, it is known that the undecidability result holds even if one restricts the Diophantine equation to have a
fixed order and a fixed number of variables [3]. Using this parameterized version of the Diophantine equation, one can show
the containment and equivalence problems to be undecidable for vector addition systems (equivalently, Petri nets) even if the
dimension of the vector addition system (equivalently, the number of places of the Petri net) is fixed, which can be thought
of as a refinement of the Rabin’s undecidability results [1] of the Petri net containment and equivalence problems.
The paper has six sections, in addition to this Introduction. Section 2 shows the decidability of the emptiness, disjointness,
universe, and other problems for the class C(s,m, t). Section 3 proves the decidability of the containment and equivalence
problems formachines in C(s,m, t) satisfying certain conditions. To demonstrate the parameterization in Sections 2 and 3 to
be tight, we show in Section 4 that universe and emptiness become undecidable formachineswith their worktapes replaced
by counters (resp., pushdown stacks), and on eachmove, the changesmade on the counters (resp., pushdown stacks) are not
parameterized. Section 5 gives some simple characterizations of the languages defined by machines in C(s,m, t). Section 6
dealswithmultihead andmultitapemachines and shows that the techniques used to get the decidability results in Sections 2
and 3 are not applicable for these types of machines. Section 7 is a brief conclusion.
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2. Emptiness, disjointness, and universe problems
First we note that because of the existence of universal TMs, membership is undecidable for some s,m, t . This is because
we can construct a deterministic universal TM U with a read-only two-way binary input tape and one binary worktape.
Hence, the halting problem (given a binary input x, whether U halts on x) is undecidable. It follows that for some s, the
membership problem for C(s, 1, 2) is undecidable, even when the input alphabet is restricted to binary.
We now proceed to show that for any fixed positive integers s,m, t , the emptiness, disjointness, and universe problems
are decidable for C(s,m, t). Let Σk = {a1, . . . , ak} be an input alphabet of k symbols, which we assume for notational
convenience, includes the left and right end markers ć and $. Consider the class Ck(s,m, t) of all machines in C(s,m, t)
over the input alphabet of k symbols. Now the rules of any machine M in the class have the form: (q, x, s1, . . . , sm) →
(p, d, e1, . . . , em, d1, . . . , dm), where q represents the current state, x ∈ Σk is the symbol under the read-only input head,
si is the symbol under the ith worktape head, p is the next state, d ∈ {−1, 0,+1} is the direction of the move of the input
head, ei the symbol that overwrites si, and di ∈ {−1, 0,+1} is the direction of the move of the ith worktape head. Since the
machine is nondeterministic, there may be rules with the same left-hand side. If x is inΣk, we refer to rules with left-hand
side of the form (q, x, s1, . . . , sm) to be ‘‘rules on symbol x’’. Suppose M and M ′ are two machines in C(s,m, t) over input
alphabets Σ and Σ ′, respectively, and S and S ′ are their respective sets of states. M and M ′ are said to be program-wise
equivalent, written as M ≡ M ′, iff there exists a one-to-one correspondence f between S and S ′ such that f (q) is the initial
state (final state, resp.) ofM ′ iff q is the initial state (final state, resp.) ofM , and
1. ∀a ∈ Σ, ∃a′ ∈ Σ ′ s.t. for every rule (q, a, s1, . . ., sm)→ (p, d, e1, . . ., em, d1, . . ., dm) inM , there exists a rule (q′, a′, s1, . . .,
sm)→ (p′, d, e1, . . ., em, d1, . . ., dm) inM ′, where f (q) = q′ and f (p) = p′, and
2. ∀a′ ∈ Σ ′, ∃a ∈ Σ s.t. for every rule (q′, a′, s1, . . ., sm)→ (p′, d, e1, . . ., em, d1, . . ., dm) inM ′, there exists a rule (q, a, s1, . . .,
sm)→ (p, d, e1, . . ., em, d1, . . ., dm) inM , where f (q) = q′ and f (p) = p′.
It should be clear that checking whether two machinesM andM ′ are program-wise equivalent is decidable.
Clearly, there is an effectively computable maximal k0 (see paragraph below), which depends only on s,m, t , such that
if M ′ is a machine with s states, m worktapes, and worktape alphabet size t (i.e., M ′ is in C(s,m, t)) with input alphabet
Σk0+1 = {a1, . . . , ak0 , ak0+1} (i.e., one more symbol in the alphabet), then there exist 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k0 + 1 such that rules
of M ′ on symbol ai are identical to rules of M ′ on symbol aj. Let M be a machine obtained from M ′ by replacing each of
the occurrences of the symbol aj in the description of M ′ by ai. Clearly we have (1) M ∈ Ck0(s,m, t), and (2) M ≡ M ′.
Generalizing, any machineM ′ in C(s,m, t) on alphabet of k > k0 symbols is program-wise equivalent to some machineM
in Ck0(s,m, t).
The estimate on k0 is derived as follows. Each instruction is of the form (q, x, s1, . . . , sm)→ (p, d, e1, . . . , em, d1, . . . , dm).
Clearly, there are at most s·3·(3·t)m possible choices for the right-hand side (RHS) of each rule. Since the machine is
nondeterministic, there can be at most 2s·3·(3·t)m possible subsets of choices for the RHS. Since there are s·tm tuples
(q, s1, . . . , sm), k0 is at most 2s·3·(3·t)
m ·s·tm.
Now, by definition, since Ck0(s,m, t) is finite, all decision problems involving only machines in this class (e.g., the
emptiness problem) are decidable, since the problems have only a finite number of instances. We can now use this fact
to show the decidability of problems for C(s,m, t), which is an infinite class of machines, since the input alphabet for these
machines has no restriction on the cardinality.
Theorem 1. For any fixed positive integers s,m, t, the class C(s,m, t) has decidable emptiness, disjointness, and universe
problems.
Proof. LetM ′ be amachine in C(s,m, t), with k input symbols, where k ≥ k0. ThenM ′ is effectively program-wise equivalent
to a machineM in Ck0(s,m, t). Then, clearly, L(M
′) = ∅ (resp., L(M ′) = Σ∗k ) if and only if L(M) = ∅ (resp., L(M) = Σ∗k0 ). It
follows that the emptiness and universe problems for C(s,m, t) are decidable. As for disjointness, letM1 andM2 bemachines
in C(s,m, t). Clearly, we can construct a machine M such that L(M) = L(M1) ∩ L(M2): M simulates M1 and if it accepts,
‘‘cleans’’ the worktapes and simulates M2. M can be constructed to be in the class C(2s + 1,m, 2t). Hence, disjointness is
decidable, since we can decide emptiness in C(2s+ 1,m, 2t). 
It should be noted that the decidability result stated in Theorem 1 relies on each of the machines in C(s,m, t) being
program-wise equivalent to some in Ck0(s,m, t), which only has a finite number of instances. Taking all possible outcomes
of machines in Ck0(s,m, t) into account, one of those combinations must truthfully give the correct answer with respect to
a given problem, although there is no algorithm capable of generating the correct one.
Other problems can be shown to be decidable. For example:
Corollary 2. It is decidable to determine given amachine in C(s,m, t), whether it is regular (resp., context-free, context-sensitive,
etc).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, using the fact that it is decidable to determine, given a machine in Ck0(s,m, t),
whether it is regular (resp., context-free, context-sensitive, etc). 
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In fact, if a predicate P(M1, . . . ,Mr ) satisfies the property ‘‘(∀1 ≤ i ≤ r,Mi ≡ M ′i )H⇒ P(M1, . . . ,Mr) = P(M ′1, . . . ,M ′r),’’
it is decidable whether P holds for machines in C(s,m, t). Again the decidability result relies on the sufficiency of checking
P(M ′1, . . . ,M ′r), where Mi ≡ M ′i and M ′i ∈ Ck0(s,m, t), 1 ≤ i ≤ r . Since Ck0(s,m, t) consists of only a finite number of
machines, checking predicate P for this class is trivially decidable as the number of possible outcomes of P w.r.t. Ck0(s,m, t)
is also finite.
Theorem 1 holdswhen the TMworktapes are replaced by pushdown stacks, wherewe assume that the operation on each
stack involves popping the top of the stack or replacing the top of the stack by at most two symbols. The result also holds
when the worktapes are replaced by counters, where operation in each counter involves incrementing by 1, decrementing
by 1, leaving it unchanged, and testing if the counter is zero.
3. Containment and equivalence problems
Weare unable to show at this time that the containment and equivalence problems for C(s,m, t) are decidable. However,
we can show decidability for the class HC(s,m, t) consisting of only those machines in C(s,m, t)with the property that for
every input, any computation leads to halting (either accept or reject).
Theorem 3. For any fixed positive integers s,m, t, the containment and equivalence problems are decidable for HC(s,m, t).
Proof. We need only show that we can decide, given any two machinesM1 andM2 in HC(s,m, t), whether L(M1) ⊆ L(M2),
i.e., whether L(M1) ∩ L¯(M2) = ∅. Clearly, the degree of nondeterminism (number of choices per move) for machines in
HC(s,m, t) is at most r , which depends only on s,m, t , and r is effectively computable from s,m, t . We construct a machine
M that will accept L(M1) ∩ L¯(M2).M operates as follows on input x (augmented with left and right end markers):
1. M simulatesM1 and goes to the next step to simulateM2 on x ifM1 accepts.
Note: In the simulation of M2, M will be using a special worktape that enumerates, in lexicographical ordering, strings
over the alphabet {1, . . . , r}, starting with strings of length 1. Suppose that the special worktape has a string i1 . . . ik.
Then in the simulation ofM2,M uses the ijth choice in the instruction to simulate the jth move.
2. M ‘‘cleans’’ the worktapes.
3. M simulates M2 guided by the string in the special worktape: To simulate the jth step, M looks at the jth symbol, say
ij, in the special worktape and simulate the ijth choice in the nondeterministic move of M2. If the ijth choice leads to
acceptance,M rejects and halts. If there is no ijth choice or if the ijth choice leads to reject,M goes to step 4.
4. M generates the lexicographically next string in the special worktape and goes to step 2.
During the simulation,M keeps track of the following: If for some k, all simulations ofM2 on all lexicographically generated
strings of length k lead to reject or no nextmove, thenM accepts and halts. Clearly L(M) = ∅ if and only if L(M1)∩L¯(M2) = ∅.
It follows from the construction that M is in class C(s′,m + 1, t ′) for some effectively computable s′ and t ′. Hence, the
emptiness of L(M) is decidable, and the result follows. 
Actually in the proof of the above result, to show that L(M1) ⊆ L(M2) is decidable, we only need M2 to be halting; M1
need not be halting.
Open Question: Can Theorem 3 be generalized to hold for C(s,m, t)?
For machines for which we have a bound on the length of any accepting computation, the assumption that any
computation always halts can be removed.
Corollary 4. Let f (n) be any recursive function, and C(s,m, t, f ) be machines in C(s,m, t) with the property that any accepted
input of length n has an accepting computation of length at most f (n). Then the containment and equivalence problems are
decidable for C(s,m, t, f ).
Proof. Since f is recursive it can be computed by a multitape TM U with s′ states,m′ worktapes, and t ′ worktape symbols.
Then we can modify the procedure in the proof of Theorem 3 as follows.M first computes f (n) in unary, using U . Then it
enumerates all strings over {1, . . . , r} of length f (n) in lexicographic order and proceeds as above.M will be in some class
C(s′′,m′′, t ′′) for some effectively computable s′′,m′′, t ′′ and hence, emptiness of L(M) is decidable. 
Again the results above hold when the worktapes are replaced by pushdown stacks or counters. Corollary 4 can be used
to show the decidability of containment and equivalence for many well-known models. For example, for any fixed positive
integers s, t , let 2NPDA(s, t) be the class of two-way nondeterministic pushdown automatawith atmost s states and atmost
t symbols in the stack alphabet. (The operation of the pushdown involves popping the top of the stack or replacing the top
of the stack by at most two symbols and there is no restriction on the cardinality of the input alphabet.) We can obtain a
bound f (n) on the length of an accepting computation by looking at pairs of ‘‘surface configurations’’ (a surface configuration
is a triple [state, top of the stack, input head position]) and pruning the computation history. (This idea was suggested by
G. Pighizzini and W. Rytter.) Hence, if such an automaton accepts an input, there is an accepting computation in which the
maximal stack height does not exceed s2t2n2 and acceptance is within time f (n) = s · n · ts2t2n2 , where n is the length of the
input, including the end markers. We assume without loss of generality that acceptance is with empty stack.
Corollary 5. For any fixed positive integers s, t, the containment and equivalence problems are decidable for 2NPDA(s, t).
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Now let S(n) be any recursive function. Consider any machine M in C(s,m, t) which is S(n) space-bounded. Clearly, if
a string of length n (exclusive of left and right end markers) is accepted by M , then it can be accepted within f(s,m,t)(n) =
s · (n+ 2) · (S(n) · tS(n))m steps. Hence we have:
Corollary 6. For any recursive function S(n), the containment and equivalence problems are decidable for S(n) space-bounded
machines in C(s,m, t).
4. Undecidable problems
We noted earlier that our results hold for the case when in C(s,m, t), the worktapes are pushdown stacks, where on
each move, the operation in the stack involves popping the top of the stack or replacing the top of the stack by at most
two symbols. Similarly, the worktapes can be replaced by counters (special case of pushdown stacks) where on each move,
the operation on each counter involves incrementing by 1, decrementing by 1, or leaving it unchanged. The results can
also be shown to hold if for some fixed d (independent of the machine), on each move, the pushdown can pop at most
the top d symbols of the stack or rewrite the top of the stack by at most d symbols. Similarly, if the counter can be
incremented/decremented by atmost d. However, if d is not a fixed parameter but varies for differentmachines, the universe
problem is undecidable. This follows from the result in [4], which we describe below.
Consider the case when the worktapes are counters: each counter can be incremented/decremented by at most d, which
varies for different machines. Thus increments and decrements are not fixed. Call this class COUNTER+−(s,m), where m is
the number of counters.
In [4], the authors considered the class of nondeterministic 4-state 1-counter machines with a one-way read-only input
which is real-time (i.e., the input head moves right at each step). The counter can be incremented by i or decremented
by j or left unchanged, but the transition depends only on the state and input symbol (and not on the amount of
increment/decrement). Moreover, the counter is 1-reversal in that once it decrements, it can no longer be incremented.
Themachine starts on the leftmost symbol of the input in the initial state with the counter zero. Also, the counter is partially
blind in that during the computation, it is never tested for zero and aborts if there is an attempt to decrement it when it is
zero. The input is accepted if after reading the last symbol, the counter has value zero. Since our definition of acceptance is
by accepting state, we need to add another (accepting) state to the Halava–Harju 4-state 1-counter machine and get:
Theorem 7. The universe problem is undecidable for COUNTER+−(5, 1), even if the input is one-way real-time and the counter
is 1-reversal.
Now consider only machines in COUNTER+−(s,m), where increments are not fixed but decrements are restricted to 1.
Call this class COUNTER+(s,m). Similarly, consider only machines in COUNTER+−(s,m), where decrements are not fixed but
increments are restricted to 1. Call this class COUNTER−(s,m).
Corollary 8. The universe problem is undecidable for COUNTER+(6, 2) and COUNTER−(6, 2), even if the input is one-way and
the two counters are 1-reversal. (However, the input is no longer real-time.)
Proof. Clearly, any Halava–Harju 4-state 1-counter machine can be converted to a machine M ′ in COUNTER+(6, 2) (with
two counters).M ′ simulatesM using counter 1. WhenM decrements,M ′ continues the simulation using counter 2 (where
incrementing counter 2 corresponds to decrementing the counter of M). At some point, nondeterministically chosen, M ′
guesses that it has consumed all the input symbols. It goes to a new state and then decrements the counters 1 and 2
simultaneously without moving the input head.M ′ enters an accepting state when both counters become zero at the same
time.
Similarly, any Halava–Harju machine M can be converted to a machine M ′′ in COUNTER−(6, 2). M ′′ first increments the
two counters simultaneously by 1 at each step a nondeterministic number of steps. At some pointM ′′ simulatesM by using
counter 1 in the ‘‘increasing phase’’ of M but M ′′ decrements instead. In the simulation of the ‘‘decrementing phase’’ of M ,
M ′′ uses counter 2. The input is accepted if the counters become zero at the same time. 
The next three results are rather unexpected. They are in some sense the best possible.
Theorem 9. For some fixed s, both universe and emptiness are undecidable for deterministic two-way s-state 1-counter machines
with unary input alphabet, where increments are not fixed but decrements are restricted to 1, even when we restrict the problems
to only machines that halt for all inputs.
Proof. First we consider the universe problem:
1. It is well known that there is a universal single-tape deterministic Turing machine (DTM) U which, when given a
description 〈M〉 of an arbitrary DTMM on its tape, simulates the computation ofM on blank tape.
2. From U , we can easily construct another universal single-tape DTM U ′ that simulates U , and U ′ has the property that it
does not go into infinite loop on a finite amount of tape, i.e., if U ′ goes into an infinite loop, then it uses an infinite amount
of tape.
3. Next, we construct fromU ′ amachineAwith a two-way read-only unary input an (with endmarkers) and a counter c such
that when c is initially set to some (fixed) unary encoding of 〈M〉, simulates U ′. This can be done since A has effectively
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two counters: the unary input tape, which can be used as a counter, and the counter c (that initially contains the unary
encoding of 〈M〉). The idea is based on the so-called Minsky machines. See, e.g., [9]. Clearly, if U ′ halts, then there is an
input an (for some n) for which A can carry out the simulation of the halting computation to completion without its input
head reaching the right end marker. If U ′ does not halt, then for any input an, A will reach the right end marker during
the simulation. It follows that it is undecidable to determine if there is an input an such that A, when given the unary
encoding 〈M〉 (=d) on its counter c and its input head is on the left end marker, halts on an. For brevity, we say that it is
undecidable if A halts on d.
4. Let d denote the unary encoding of an arbitrary DTM 〈M〉. We construct from A, a counter machine Cd which operates as
follows, when given a two-way read-only unary input an (with end markers) for some n. On the first step, Cd increments
its counter by d. Then Cd simulates A. Note that in the simulation, at each step, Cd only increments/decrements its counter
by 1 or leave it unchanged, and can test it for zero. (Thus, only the first step increments by d.) If during the simulation of
A, the input head of Cd reaches the right end marker before A halts, Cd accepts and halts; otherwise (i.e., A halts before
Cd’s input head reaches the right end marker), Cd rejects and halts. Note that Cd halts for all inputs.
It follows that Cd accepts a∗ if and only if A does not halt on d, which is undecidable.
For the undecidability of the emptiness problem, we modify Cd as follows: If during the simulation of A, the input head
of Cd reaches the right end marker before A halts, Cd rejects and halts; otherwise, Cd accepts and halts. Hence Cd accepts ∅
if and only if A does not halt on d, which is undecidable. 
Theorem 10. For some fixed s, universe is undecidable for nondeterministic one-way s-state 1-counter machines with binary
input alphabet, where increments are not fixed but decrements are restricted to 1. (It is known that emptiness is decidable.)
Proof. The proof that the universe problem is undecidable is a modification of the construction of the machine Cd in the
proof of Theorem 9.
A close look at the proof of the undecidability of the halting problem for 2-counter machines, where initially one counter
has value d1 and the other counter is zero in [9] reveals that the counters behave in a regular pattern. The 2-countermachine
operates in phases in the following way. Let c1 and c2 be its counters. Then machine’s operation can be divided into phases,
where each phase startswith one of the counters equal to zero and the other counter equal to somepositive integer di. During
the phase, the first counter is increasing,while the second counter is decreasing. The phase endswith the first counter having
value di+1 and the second counter having value 0. Then in the next phase the modes of the counters are interchanged. Thus,
a sequence of configurations corresponding to the phases will be of the form:
(q0, d0, 0), (q1, 0, d1), (q2, d2, 0), (q3, 0, d3), (q4, d4, 0), (q5, 0, d5), . . .
where the qi are states and d0 = d, d1, d2, . . . are positive integers (d is an input). Note that the second component of the
configuration refers to the value of c1, while the third component refers to the value of c2.
First we modify the construction of A of item 3 in the proof of Theorem 9 so that A works in phases as described above
when its counter, call it c1, is initially given d0 = d = [the unary encoding of 〈M〉] and the two-way read-only unary input
is used as the second counter, call it c2, with the input head initially on the left end marker, indicating count 0.
We then construct the machine Cd from A, where d= [the unary encoding of 〈M〉]= d0. Cd now has a one-way input and
operates as follows when given inputw in {a, b}∗ (we assume that the input has a right end marker):
Cd nondeterministically executes one of two things:
1. Cd checks and accepts the inputw if it is not of form ad1bd1ad3bd3ad5bd5 . . . adkbdk where k ≥ 1 is odd, and d1, d3, d5, . . . , dk
are positive integers. Cd can easily do this.
2. Here Cd assumes that the inputw is in the right form, i.e.,w = ad1bd1ad3bd3 . . . adkbdk . Cd increments counter c1 by d = d0
in one step. Then it simulates A by going through the input left-to-right to simulate the operation of the second counter
(i.e., input head) c2 of A. For example, in going from configuration (q0, d0, 0) to configuration (q1, 0, d1) i.e., c1 decreases
to zero while c2 increases to d1, Cd reads ad1 on the input. The input head of Cd must be on the first b when c1 starts
increasing; otherwise Cd accepts. To go from configuration (q1, 0, d1) to (q2, d2, 0), Cd reads bd1 on the input while c1
increases to d2. The input head of Cd must be on the first awhen c1 starts decreasing; otherwise, Cd accepts. This process
continues. If the simulation is carried out to completion, i.e., A halts, then Cd rejects and halts. If the input head of Cd
reaches the end marker before A halts, Cd accepts. It follows that Cd will accept all binary strings if A does not halt.
Finally, we note that emptiness is decidable. This follows from thewell-known result that emptiness for nondeterministic
one-way one-counter machines (or even pushdown automata) is decidable, even if the number of states is not a fixed
parameter. 
In what follows, we show several undecidability results to hold for parameterized NPDAs which are stateless.
Let M be an NPDA (one-way nondeterministic PDA) with states. We assume, without loss of generality, that M when
given an input string accepts by entering a unique accepting state f with null (empty) stack. M can have ε-moves (i.e., can
have transitions on ε). An NPDA is r-turn if the pushdown stack makes no more than r ‘‘full’’ alternations from pushing to
popping. So, e.g., a 2-turn NPDA is limited to pushing, then popping, then pushing, and then popping. An NPDA is stateless
if it has only one state, but now acceptance is by null stack.
The following result is well known (see, e.g., [10]).
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Theorem 11. Stateless NPDAs are equivalent to NPDAs with states.
The intuitive idea behind the proof of the above is to encode the states in the stack by enlarging the number of symbols
in the stack alphabet. The result above is not true for DPDAs (i.e., deterministic machines), since it is known that stateless
DPDAs are weaker than DPDAs with states [6]. A two-way NPDA has a two-way input head operating on inputs provided
with left and right end markers. Theorem 11 easily generalizes to:
Corollary 12. 1. A two-way NPDA with states can be simulated by a stateless two-way NPDA.
2. A k-head one-way (resp., two-way) NPDA with states can be simulated by a stateless k-head one-way (resp., two-way) NPDA.
The above results preserve ‘‘r-turn’’ boundedness on the pushdown stack.
Now we consider the universe and emptiness problems for parameterized stateless NPDA.
Theorem 13. For some fixed t, both universe and emptiness are undecidable for stateless nondeterministic two-way pushdown
automata over unary input alphabet with at most t stack symbols (the number of symbols that can be pushed in the stack at each
step is not fixed, but only one symbol can be popped at each step), even when the stack is 1-reversal. Note that since the machines
are stateless (i.e., have only one state), acceptance is by null stack.
Proof. We first modify the construction of machine Cd in the proof of Theorem 10. Cd, when given a two-way unary input
an, operates as follows:
1. Cd pushes in the stack a string of the form #bdkadk . . . bd2ad2bd1ad1 (where # is the bottom of the stack symbol) for some
odd k ≥ 1 and integers 1 ≤ d1, d3, . . . , dk ≤ n. Cd can do this nondeterministically, using the two-way input an. This
process can be done by Cd by pushing no more than one symbol at each step.
2. Then Cd pushes bd (where d= [unary encoding of 〈M〉]) on top of the stack in one step. Then it moves the two-way input
head to the left endmarker and pops this bd from the stack (symbol by symbol) while moving the input head to the right,
so that when bd has been popped, the input head is on position d of the input. If the input head of Cd reaches the end
marker before all of bd have been popped, Cd accepts.
3. Cd then simulates Cd as in the proof of Theorem 10, but using the contents of the stack like the one-way input c2 in that
proof, where popping the top of the stack corresponds to reading an input symbol. Thus Cd makes exactly one reversal
on the stack (from pushing to popping). The unary input is used as counter c1 in the proof of Theorem 10.
We may assume that when Cd accepts, it also erases the bottom of the stack #. If during the simulation of A, the input head
of Cd reaches the right end marker before A halts, Cd accepts and halts, corresponding to the case when A does not halt.
If A halts, then there is a sufficiently large n such that the simulation will not reach the end marker; hence an will not be
accepted. Even if Cd guesses the di’s incorrectly, the simulation will simply get stuck without reaching the end marker and
hence, an will still not be accepted. It follows that Cd accepts a∗ if and only if A does not halt on d= [unary encoding of 〈M〉].
Now Cd has s states for some fixed s (independent of d), three stack symbols, and makes exactly one reversal on its stack.
According to Corollary 12, we can then construct from Cd a stateless machine C ′d that simulates Cd faithfully (also making
only one reversal on the stack) by encoding the states in the stack, hence, enlarging the stack alphabet.
To show that emptiness is undecidable, we construct Cd (hence, C ′d) that accepts the input if and only if the simulation of
A leads to halting. 
Other undecidable universe problems are given in the next theorem.
Theorem 14. The universe problem is also undecidable for the following classes of nondeterministic one-way machines with
binary input alphabet and:
1. arbitrary number of states, one 1-reversal counter.
2. fixed number of states (where a state is never re-entered), arbitrary number of 1-reversal counters.
3. stateless, one 1-reversal pushdown stack with arbitrary stack alphabet size.
Proof. It is well known that the universe problem for nondeterministic one-way machines with arbitrary input alphabet,
arbitrary number of states, and one 1-reversal counter is undecidable. The proof of this result constructs a machine M to
accept invalid computations of a given TM. We now prove the cases above:
1. The idea is the following: Let M be a machine above. Let its input alphabet be of size k. We encode each symbol by a
dlog2 ke-bit binary string. Then construct a machine M ′ to simulate M , given a binary string x. If x is not a valid binary
encoding of an input over the k-size input alphabet ofM ,M ′ accepts; otherwise,M ′ simulatesM and accepts ifM accepts.
Note thatM ′ will use more states thanM . The result then follows.
2. In the simulation of invalid computations of a TM, if the input has k symbols, we use 3 ∗ dlog2ke 1-reversal counters to
encode and ‘‘remember’’ the symbols of discrepancies and one 1-reversal counter to remember the point of discrepancies.
By adding additional 1-reversal counters, we can make the machine stateless.
3. This follows from item 1 and Corollary 12 as an NPDA can be simulated by a stateless NPDA by encoding the states in the
stack (by enlarging the number of symbols in the stack alphabet). 
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Now suppose M is a one-way (two-way) nondeterministic machine with states and k pushdown stacks, initial state q0,
and initial stack contents Z0, Z1, . . . , Zk−1, respectively. Again assume that acceptance is by accepting state f with all stacks
null. (Note that thismeans that in the last step ofM , all stacks contain exactly one symbol which are poppedwithM entering
state f .) Using a strategy similar to the proof of Theorem 11 (see [10]), we have:
Corollary 15. Let k ≥ 1. Any one-way (two-way) nondeterministic (r-turn) k-pushdown machine with states can be simulated
by a stateless (r-turn) k-pushdown machine without time loss.
With the above result, the aforementioned undecidability results for parameterized NPDA also hold even if machines are
required to be without time loss.
Remarks:
1. Corollary 15 strengthens a result in [8], where the simulation for 2-pushdown machine was with time loss. The model
studied in [8] had two pushdown stacks but no separate input tape, since the inputwas initially given in one of the stacks.
However, the simulation using the construction above can be done without time loss for the model studied in [8].
2. A counter is a special case of a pushdown stack in that there are only two symbols in the stack alphabet: a bottom of the
stack symbol (which is only used to mark the bottom of the stack and is never rewritten) and another symbol to push
on the stack. Hence, we can also think of a counter as being able to hold a nonnegative integer. It can be incremented by
1, decremented by 1, or let unchanged. Moreover, it can be tested for zero (corresponding to the bottom of the stack).
In the above corollary, stacks 2, . . . , k can be (reversal-bounded) counters and the result still holds. It follows that any
one-way NPDA with one pushdown stack and k reversal-bounded counters can be simulated (without time loss) by a
similar machine that is stateless.
3. It is known that a language can be accepted by a nondeterministic one-way linear-time multipushdown automaton M
with states if and only if it can be accepted by a one-way real-time automaton M ′ with states with only 3 pushdown
stacks, each of which makes only 1-reversal [2]. (Here, real-time means that the input head moves right at every
step.) Corollary 15 strengthens this result to: A language is accepted by a nondeterministic one-way linear-time
multipushdown automaton M with states if and only if it can be accepted by a stateless one-way real-time automaton
M ′ with only 3 pushdown stacks, each of which makes only 1-reversal.
5. Characterizations
Let L(s,m, t) be the class of languages accepted by machines in C(s,m, t). First we observe that there are unary regular
sets that are not in L(s,m, t). In fact, let k be the number of distinct machine programs in C(s,m, t) over the unary alphabet
{a}. Then there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k+ 1 such that the regular singleton language {ai} is not in L(s,m, t).
We can give a simple characterization of L(s,m, t). A substitution h over an input alphabetΣ is simple if for each a ∈ Σ ,
h(a) is a finite set of symbols. The following three propositions are easily verified:
Proposition 16. Let s,m, t be any fixed positive integers. Then there exists a finite set of languages F(s,m, t) ⊆ L(s,m, t) (whose
cardinality depends only on s,m, t) such that L(s,m, t) is the closure of F(s,m, t) under simple substitutions.
Proposition 17. The above result holds for the class L(s,m, t) of languages accepted by nondeterministic (one-way, two-way)
machines, where the worktapes are pushdown stacks or counters.
Proposition 18. Let s, t be fixed positive integers, and L(s, t) be the class of languages accepted by one-way nondeterministic
pushdown automata (with only one stack) with at most s states and at most t stack symbols. Then there exists a finite set of
context-free languages F(s, t) (which depends only on s and t) such that L(s, t) is the closure of F(s, t) under simple substitutions.
6. Multihead and multitape DFAs
In this section, we investigate whether the ‘‘program-equivalence’’ technique we used in Section 2 is applicable to
machines with multiple input heads or multiple input tapes.
We will need some results concerning stateless machines. A stateless (one-way, two-way, deterministic, nondetermin-
istic, one-head, multihead) machine has only one state, hence the designation stateless. Its transitions depend solely on
the symbols currently scanned by its heads, and in every such transition each head can move one cell left, right, or remain
stationary. An input, which is delimited by end markers, is accepted if the machine, when started with all heads on the
left end marker, reaches the configuration where all the heads are on the right end marker. Note that we can always add
another state, which we can designate as an accepting state, so that acceptance will now also require the machine to be in
this accepting state, in addition to the head(s) being on the right end marker. The following results are known:
Theorem 19. 1. The emptiness problem for stateless one-way 3-head deterministic finite automata (DFAs) is undecidable [13].
2. The emptiness problem for one-way 2-head DFAs with 2 states is undecidable [13].
3. The emptiness problem for stateless two-way 2-head DFAs is undecidable, even when the heads reverse on the input only once
[7].
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Thus, the ‘‘program-equivalent ’’ reduction technique in Section 2, does not work for one-way or two-way multihead
machines. Next we look at multitape machines. A multitape machine has k-tapes (for some k) with one read-only head per
tape.
Theorem 20. The emptiness problem for two-way 2-tape DFAs with 3 states is undecidable.
Proof. LetM be a stateless two-way 2-head DFA. We construct a two-way 2-tape DFAM ′ with 3 states, which operates as
follows: On state q1, the two heads ofM ′ (one on each tape) read the tapes simultaneously from left to right and checks that
the strings are identical. When both heads reach the right end marker,M ′ changes to state q2 and restores the heads to the
left end marker and changes state to q3 and then simulates M . In the simulation, M ′ uses its 2 heads (one on each tape) to
simulate the movements of the two heads of M . It follows that L(M ′) = ∅ if and only if L(M) = ∅. The result now follows
from Theorem 19, item 3. 
On the other hand, for one-way machines, the emptiness problems is decidable. Define 1C(s,m, t, k) to be the class of
nondeterministic TMs with at most k one-way read-only input tapes, at most s states, at most m worktapes, and at most t
worktape symbols.
Theorem 21. The emptiness problems is decidable for 1C(s,m, t, k).
Proof. Given a machine M in 1C(a,m, t, k), we construct a machine M ′ in 1C(s,m, t, 1) = C(s,m, t) (i.e., it has only one
input tape).M ′, when given input x1, simulatesM on input (x1, . . . , xk) for some x2, . . . , xk by guessing the symbols that the
k − 1 heads are reading on their respective tapes. Clearly, L(M ′) = ∅ if and only if L(M) = ∅. Since M ′ has only one input
tape), we can decide if L(M ′) = ∅ and, consequently, if L(M) = ∅. 
However, the disjointness and containment problems are undecidable:
Corollary 22. The disjointness and containment problems for one-way 2-tape DFAs with 2 states is undecidable.
Proof. We first consider the disjointness problem. LetM1 be a one-way 2-tape DFA with 1 state, which operates as follows
The heads (one on each tape) read the tapes simultaneously and accept if the tapes are identical. LetM be a one-way 2-head
DFA with 2 states, see Theorem 19 item 2 (note that the two heads are on the same tape). Construct a one-way 2-tape DFA
M2 which simulates M . In the simulation, M2 uses its 2 heads (one on each tape) to simulate the movements of the two
heads ofM . It follows that L(M1) ∩ L(M2) = ∅ if and only if L(M) = ∅, which is undecidable.
Nowwe look at the containment problem. LetM2 be the one-way 2-tape DFA constructed in the proof for the disjointness
problem above. Construct a 2-tape DFAM3 with states q0, q1, q2. On input (x, y)M3 starts in state q0 and enters the accept
state, q1 (reject state, q2) if x 6= y (x = y). Then L(M2) ⊆ L(M3) if and only if L¯(M3) ∩ L(M2) = L(M1) ∩ L(M2) = ∅, which is
undecidable. 
We note that the equivalence (and, hence, the universe problem) is decidable for deterministic multitape finite automata
with states [5].
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we looked at (nondeterministic, deterministic) machines with a (one-way, two-way) read-only input
and multiple storage units (read/write worktapes, pushdown stacks, counters), where the number of states, number of
storage units, and storage unit alphabet size are parameterized. We showed that, unlike the general (i.e., unparameterized)
machines, the parameterized machines have many decidable decision problems (e.g., universe, containment, disjointness).
We also gave characterizations of the languages these machines define. We further demonstrated our results to be best
possible in the sense that not parameterizing one of the above parameters (or, in the case of counter machines, allowing
the counters to increment by arbitrary integers that may change from machines to machines) makes the universe problem
undecidable. Finally, we investigated the applicability of our techniques to machines with multiple input heads or multiple
input tapes.
As for our future study, it is of interest to relate the various questions discussed in this paper regarding parameterized
versions of Turing machines to natural decision problems arising in other domains, such as logic and language theory. A
number of interesting open problems (some of which are stated in the paper) remain.
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